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Europe’s diverse mix of cultures, traditions and climate has given rise to 
a unique range of produce which span across all food groups. From meat 
to fruit and herbs to wine, there are thousands of products with the PDO 
and PGI logos which we are proud to call our own. Production techniques 
can often be traced back over centuries where methods have been 
handed down from generation to generation, ensuring that they remain 
of the highest calibre and that quality never falters.
 
Our passion for food has also translated into an impressive portfolio of 
dishes and cuisines. Simple plates of food with the fewest of ingredients 
and the need for minimal preparation can be produced in next to no time. 
Yet bolder flavours and unusual condiments can also lead to inspiration 
for more adventurous gastronomic affairs.
 
It is in this vein that we hope to whet your appetite; to help you explore 
and learn from all that Europe has to offer in a range of PDO-PGI 
categories. Each section is centre around a foodstuff or drink, which is 
first explored in its European context before setting out food pairings or 
serving suggestions. So enjoy with us a traditional favourite or why not 
have a go at something a bit more avant-garde?

ExplOre 
the TastEs 
Of Europe
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Taste Quality 
Taste ExclusiviTy 
Taste EurOpE

In the European Union, one of our most enriching 
characteristics can be attributed to the diversities fos-
tered between different member states and between 
different geographical regions. This variety is embod-
ied in the cultural aspects of our 28 individual coun-
tries. Our local ingredients are often the labour of love 
or livelihood, mastered and perfected by craftsmen in 
the last hundreds, if not thousands, of years and that 
are still to this day a matter of deep pride.

The uniqueness of the geography in which these 
products are found is reflected in the final product 
and caters for their irreplaceable properties. You can 
really taste the sun-soaked soil of Puglia in its spicy 
golden olive oil, such as PDO Dauno or PDO Collina 
di Brindisi, and you can savour the fern-topped knolls 
of the Black Forest in its smoky PGI Schwarzwälder 
Schinken ham. It is because of the distinct flavour of 
each of these ingredients that we are keen to preserve 
the high quality and exclusivity that they have come 
to represent. 

The EU works to protect and preserve tradition and 
heritage and has created quality schemes to ensure 
this. To date more than 1,200 food products’ names 
have been registered under the EU’s quality labels for 
agricultural products and foodstuff (PDO and PGI). 
All types of products are covered: from meat, dairy 
and fish, to bread, cakes, biscuits, confectionary and 
beverages. In addition there are over 1,700 wines 
and some 330 spirit drinks carrying a Geographical 
Indication. More and more of these products are avail-
able outside Europe. Explore the world of European 
products. A wealth of flavours awaits.
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inTrOduction tO  
Geographical indications (gi)

A PDO is a name which identifies a product  
(foodstuff, wine) that originates in a specific town, 
region or country, that has characteristics that are 
particularly linked to the place of origin through 
inherent natural or human factors, and which is 
produced, processed and prepared in the defined 
geographical area. Famous examples include  PDO 
Jamón de Teruel  from Spain and PDO Comté cheese 
from France.

PDO products are linked with territory, so they must 
be produced, processed and prepared in a specific 
geographical area. The quality or characteristics of 
the product must be due essentially or exclusively 
to a particular geographical environment with its 
inherent natural and human factors i.e., climate, the 
nature of the soil and local know-how. An example 
of this is the characteristically rich and full flavour of 
PDO Noord-Hollandse Gouda cheese which owes 
to the combination of the composition of the milk in 
the Noord-Holland pasture area and the method of 
preparation of Noord-Hollandse Gouda.  

protEcted DesiGnaTiOn  
Of Origin (pDO)

581  
registered pDOs

With such a diverse range of food and beverage 
products in Europe that encompass rich traditions 
and value time-honoured production methods, the 
European Union has created protection schemes that 
clearly identify these products as being of genuine 
quality. 

The three EU schemes work to encourage diverse 
agricultural production, protect product names 
from imitation and help consumers by giving them 
information on the unique character of these 
products. The schemes are also open to non-
European producers. This ensures that products of 
high quality which originate in countries outside the 
EU can enjoy the same level of protection as EU 
quality products. 
 
When you see a product with one of these labels 
you can be sure of its quality. The product will be 
truly distinctive and will feature taste characteristics 
retained from its local region. You can be certain 
that such a product was made with care and a deep 
respect for its history. A product carrying one of these 
stamps will have seductive flavours and its own true 
personality.
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605 
pgis registered

protEcteD 
Geographical  
indicatiOn (pGi)
PGI covers names of products originating in a specific 
place, region or country which are recognised for their 
quality, reputation or other characteristics essentially 
attributable to the defined geographical area. The 
PGI name also marks the products as being produced 
and/or processed in the area in question. Famous 
examples include PGI Mortadella Bologna from Italy 
and PGI Melton Mowbray Pork Pies from the English 
town of the same name.

While for PDO products the quality is strongly linked 
to the origin, such immediate connection does 
not have to be established for the product to earn 
the PGI protection. It is sufficient that a product’s 
reputation, or a given quality or other characteristic 
are essentially attributable to a designated geographic 
area. The connection between the characteristics and 
origin may not be as strong as with PDO. Moreover, 
it is sufficient that the reputation of the product is 
essentially related to the origin, regardless whether 
the characteristics of the product are or are not 
inherent in this geographical area. Therefore, the 
connection between the quality of the product 
and the origin does not have to be demonstrated 
repeatedly.
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cheeseS

By passing down traditional production methods 
from generation to generation, Europe has been 
making a variety of authentic cheeses for hundreds 
of years. With the characteristic harsh winters  in 
the north and warm Mediterranean climate in the 
south, European cheese is made with cow’s, goat’s or 
sheep’s milk. Cheese has become deeply integrated 
with the European diet and culture. Each region has 
developed its own traditional techniques based on 
the combination of salt, heat and time during the 
maturation process. Geographical Indications for 
cheeses guarantee the specific qualities of these 
products. 

“a large variEty  
of auThEntic cheeseS 

for hunDreds of yEars”

“distincT  
anD robust flavor  

anD texTures”

cheese platTer 
European cheeses come in a variety of forms, all of 
which have distinct and robust flavour and textures. The 
traditional methods used differ from country to country, 
as well as the climate, which attribute to the large 
variety of cheeses in Europe. Below you will find a list 
categorising the many, divergent cheeses.

Blue-veinEd 
Blue-veinEd chEeSes, such as pGi DanaBlu 
frOm Denmark, pDO rOquEfOrt frOm France 
and pDO GOrgOnzola frOm italy, are mostly 
knOwn fOr ThEir distincT, piquanT flavour. 
Their mosT DisTinguishinG characTeriSTic is 
a Blue-To-grEy streaking or marbling. The 
TradiTiOnal methoD is For the curd To be 
soweD and piErced sO that the fungus can 
develop. 

sOfT
sOft – an examplE Of a SofT cheEse is pDO 
FeTa frOm Greece- a creamy soFt white 
chEeSe with an ancient histOry - nOmaDic 
Tribes whO nEeDed tO preServe ThE milk Of 
ThEir sheep anD gOats are aTtributed with 
invenTing it and The rEcipe has remaineD 
virtually unchanGeD.

sOft-ripeneD 
pDO camembert de nOrmanDie and pDOs Brie 
De meaux and Brie de melun frOm France 
arE cheEses ThaT are cOvereD with a 
moulDy EdiBlE SurFace which, during their 
agEing prOcess in the cellar, provokEs the 
appearance oF a white rind.

harD
hard cheeseS aTtribute their leaner flavour, 
wiTh woOdy, nutty anD graSsy undertOnes, 
To their OriGin from mOre mOunTainOus 
reGiOns. ThesE cheEses vary FrOm Firm, such 
as the pDO QueSo mancheGo FrOm spain, 
To harDer, mOre aGeD cheesE, such as pDO 
parmigiano reggiano FrOm italy.

TaSTE BOOk
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pairinG each cheesE 
wiTh thE perfEct  

accompanimenTs enhances  
thE overall experiencE.

drieD fruiT
Dried fruit like figs, dates, and cherries are 
a sweet addition to almost any cheese. The 
sweetness from the dried fruit provide a 
great balance to a salty or slightly piquant 
cheese cutting through the acidity – try 
blue cheese with dried figs as an appetiser, 
drizzled with PDO Seinų/Lazdijų krašto 

medus, a sweet, Lithuanian honey.

nuTs

olivEs

ham

Nuts bring out the subtleties of flavour and aroma 
in a cheese. When you’re enjoying a soft cheese, it’s 
nice to have some textural variety and add some-
thing crunchy to the mix. Try PGI Koufeta Amygdalou 
Geroskipou, sweet roasted almonds from Cyprus  
alongside a saltier cheese, such as Slovakia’s PGI Slov-
enská bryndza.

Olives are a natural complement to 
cheese, especially sheep and goat’s milk 
cheese. Try pairing some PDO Elia Kala-
matas olives from Greece with shavings 
of PDO Parmigiano Reggiano cheese, 
topped off with a glass of crisp white 
wine.

Ham can be used to highlight the food from a particular country, like 
Spain or Hungary. Serve thin slices of Spanish GI ham, such as PGI Jamón 
de Serón or smoky Hungarian PGI Gyulai kolbász / Gyulai pároskolbász 
sausage, with aged cheeses like the Italian PDO Pecorino Sardo and 
Spain’s PDO Queso Manchego. 

17

servinG 
suGgEstion
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wines

Europe has maintained a high reputation for 
making fine, authentic wine dating back thousands 
of years. With the warm Mediterranean climate, 
wine grapes have thrived among the rolling hills of 
the southern region with its continuous sunshine. 
European culture and heritage has been heavily 
influenced by winemaking throughout history, 
especially during the Roman Empire, which 
advanced the production methods for creating 
quality wine. The PDO and PGI label reflects how 
the traditional methods have been preserved 
with local regional characteristics and assure the 
making of quality products.  

“The pDO and pGi labelS  
reFlect hOw The traDitional  
meThOds have been presErveD  

anD assure the making 
 oF quality prOductS”

“European culTure anD  
heritagE has been heavily  
inFluenceD by winEmaking 

ThroughOut histOry”

regiOnal wineS 
The climatic characteristics of a wine region are 
one of the most important factors for good quality 
wine and will significantly impact the taste and feel 
of a wine. The three different viticultures in Europe 
are: Mediterranean, maritime and continental. For 
example, Bordeaux wine from France benefits 
considerably from the coastal maritime influence, and 
typically enjoys wet springs, fairly gentle summers and 
mild winters. The Bordeaux region experiences a cool 
climate for red grapes, which need plenty of sun to 
reach full maturity, with optimum levels of sugar and 
tannin.  
 
The southern Mediterranean climate contributes to 
the production of bolder and fruitier wines, such as 
the Italian PDO Bardolino and PDO Hrvatska Istra 
(Istrian wine from Croatia), due to the warmer, humid 
temperatures and high exposure to sunlight. This 
region has naturally drier, nutrient-filled soil that 
regularly drains excess water through the rolling hills. 
Even though Austria is further south than its North-
European counterparts, its climate is more extreme 
with colder winters and hotter summers.  As a result, 
Austrian wines such as PGI Bergland and PDO 
Eisenberg are generally more full-bodied, with higher 
natural alcohol levels, than their neighbouring wines. 

TaSTE BOOk
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The tannins of a young 
Bordeaux can positively  
enhance and benefit the  
flavours of a traditional  
Chinese dish. Ingredients  
like jelly fish, sea cucumber  
and abalone tend to be quite gelati-
nous, chewy and even slithery. When 
you drink a wine with tannin it cuts 
right through, striking the perfect  
balance. 

red wines
rOasTeD vegeTables. strarches. rich seafOoD. whitE meaT. 

cured meaT. red meat. sOft cheesE. seasOned cheeSe

whitE wines
 

vegeTables. strarches. whitE meaT. fish. sOft cheesE. rich seafOoD.

For spice-lovers, the tannins in a red 
Bordeaux can enhance the burn and 
prolong the heat and spiciness of the 
chilies, without neutralising the flavours. 

 
White wine, on the other hand, tends 
To be slightly sweeter, and has a more 
mellowing effect so would be better 
paired with fish or seafood, such as 
Irish PGI Clare Island Salmon or PDO  
Kalix Löjrom (caviar) from Sweden.

spicE - lovers

whiTE wine

wine 
pairinGs

younG BordEaux

TaSTE BOOk
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hams

Europe has been producing a variety of hams and 
meats of the finest quality for centuries. From Italian 
and Spanish hams to Welsh lamb, the culture and 
heritage of meat products of Geographical Indication 
guarantee traditional authenticity. Ham and meats 
with the PDO and PGI label are produced by highly 
skilled workers and follow traditional methods of 
production and strict European quality and safety 
regulations. Europe will continue to maintain its 
reputation for holding the highest standards for taste, 
tradition, and quality.

amazing parma ham
The making of PDO Prosciutto di Parma is the 
story of a special relationship between man and 
nature. The softly rolling hills and the unique dry 
and sweet smelling aromatic breezes from the 
Apennine Mountains in the Parma region of Italy have 
created the ideal conditions to create succulent ham 
Prosciutto di Parma.

Parma is situated at the heart of the ancient lands of 
Cisalpine Gaul whose inhabitants reared large herds 
of pigs and were particularly skilled in the production 
of salted hams. “Prosciutto” is from the Latin 
“perexsuctum” meaning “dried” – an indication of the 
purity of hams production and its ancient roots. The 
hams are cured for at least a year and some for thirty 
months. Parma Ham is a culinary jewel, sweet and 
savoury at the same time, while longer-aged hams are 
likely to have a deeper, meatier flavour. Food trends 
disappear but the making of PDO Prosciutto di Parma 
shows that tradition remains.

“ThE STory of a 
spEcial relaTiOnship 
BeTween man anD 

naTure”

“FOod trenDs disappear BuT 
ThE makinG Of prosciuTtO 

Di parma Shows That 
TradiTiOn remains.”

TaSTE BOOk
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For those who are less inclined to cook, but are a fan of eating, dried 
cured ham is an excellent addition to the European tradition of having an 
“aperitivo” or “aperitif”. The Italian aperitivo and French apéritif are terms 
derived from the Latin aperire which means “to open”, as in to open a 
meal or open the stomach. The idea behind an aperitif is to prepare your 
taste buds and palette for the main meal. 

This cultural culinary tradition is best enjoyed in the early hours of the 
evening, where you can unwind after work and start to prepare for 
your main meal. Traditionally, PGI Jambon d’Ardenne from Belgium, and 
Spanish ham PDO Jamón Huelva are paired with other products from the 
region, fruit of the same land, climate and culinary know-how. 

The perfect platter will have an array of meats, from the slightly sweeter 
PDO Prosciutto di Parma, to the spicy PGI Горнооряховски суджук 
(Gornooryahovski sudzhuk) sausage from Bulgaria, to the more salty PGI 
Zgornjesavinjski želodec salami from Slovenia. Try pairing these hams with 
other GI products, such as Porto from Portugal and Champagne from 
France for drinking, and olives from Greece for snacking.

25

servinG 
suGgEstion
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BeEr
Europe’s history and climate has greatly shaped 
the production of quality beer. Beginning almost 
10,000 years ago in Eastern Europe, barley was 
cultivated and used to create beer-like products. 
Over time, ingredients including barley and 
hops spread toward the north-western regions 
of Europe, as they are best grown in the cool, 
temperate climates. Rye, barley and other winter 
wheat can be quickly harvested in the summers 
and can survive long winters. Among these regions, 
a rich culture has developed around the production 
of a variety of beers. The authentic taste of each 
PGI beer is now protected by registration and is a 
guaranteed quality product.

The hiSTory Of gi bEer
The United Kingdom, Germany and the Czech 
Republic are important countries for GI beer in Europe, 
with one of the first breweries, Brevnov Monastery, 
stemming back to 993 AD in the Czech Republic. The 
popularity of processing and consuming beer in these 
countries is evident with Germany’s Oktoberfest, a 
festival dating back to 1810 to celebrate the marriage 
of Crown Prince Ludwig. Since 1818, Oktoberfest has 
been serving and promoting its unique PGI Münchener 
Bier and PGI Bayerisches Bier.

“The authentic TaSte 
 oF each gi bEer is now protEcteD 

By the pGi rEgistration 
anD is a GuaranTeEd 

qualiTy product.”

“EurOpE’s hiSTory anD  
climaTe has Greatly 

shaped The proDucTiOn  
of quality bEer”

TaSTE BOOk
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BeiJinG roasTeD duck 
pairED wiTh pGi Bayer-
ischEs BiEr (Bavarian 
BeEr, germany)
Peking duck pairs particularly well with a 
doppelbock type of PGI Bayerisches bier, 
as its flavour has a hint of caramel that 
brings out a lot of the caramel character-
istics created during the duck’s roasting 
process. 

hOT pOT pairED wiTh 
pGi kenTish alE anD 
kenTish stronG alE (uk)
While hot pot broth and the ingredients 
have a wide variety of flavours, the steamy 
hot broth and spicy condiments are com-
mon to all variation. The PGI Kentish ale 
and Kentish strong ale is characterised by 
a strong and unique aroma of hops with 
a balanced full bitter flavour which would 
help accentuate the spiciness present in 
this dish. 

29

guidE tO matchinG Beers 
wiTh chinEse cuisine

spicy sichuan anD  
yunnan diShEs pairED 
wiTh pGi ČeSkÉ pivo 
(czech BeEr)
The cuisine of Sichuan and Yunnan provinc-
es are known for its spicy dishes, whilst the 
common characteristic of PGI České pivo 
is its bitterness making this an ideal pairing 
as the bitterness cuts through the spicy 
flavours.

matchinG fOOd wiTh BeEr 
can liFt a dish anD shOwcaSE 

thE complex naturE of a  
really greaT BrEw. 
Take a lOOk at thE  

follOwing suGgEstions 
tO experiencE thE  

wondErful  
relaTionship 

BetwEen gi BeEr  
anD chinEse cuisine.

TaSTE BOOk
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olivEs & olivE oil  

The Mediterranean region of Europe has a rich history 
of creating high quality olive oil. The warm climate and 
geography provides the ideal conditions for growing 
olives with rich flavours. The successful production of 
traditional olive oil over the years has greatly shaped 
the culture and heritage in these regions, beginning 
with the Roman Empire. Olive oil has become one 
of the main ingredients in the Mediterranean diet as 
it is often considered a healthy alternative to other 

cooking oils and can be used in a variety of dishes. 
The Geographical Indications protect the authentic 
production methods and prove the quality of GI olive 
oils. As of 2015, five member states of the European 
Union, notably France, Greece, Italy, Portugal and 
Spain have registered a total of 90 different PDO and 
PGI olive oils that reflect Europe’s rich history of olive 
oil production and the great variety of olive oils the 
Mediterranean region offers. 

“in the mediTerranean Diet 
as it is OftEn considereD a 

healthy alTernaTive 
To other cooking Oils”

TaSTE BOOk

liquid GOlD: hOw iT’s maDe
The process of olive oil is one of a regional art. The 
craft of turning olives into oil has been practiced in 
the Mediterranean region over thousands of years, 
and techniques have been passed down through the 
generations. The methods used vary from country 
to country, whereby they used different methods in 
Greece to those used in Spain, and each individual 
grower might have a unique way of nursing the trees 
and producing this liquid gold.

After careful pruning of matured Mediterranean olive 
trees, the olives are carefully selected and picked, 
either from the tree itself or collected from the ground. 
After the olives have been picked, they are thoroughly 
washed, removing any debris such as twigs and leaves. 
The next stage is crushing the olives to extract the 
oil. This was traditionally done using two big stones, 
but now is more commonly done by steel blades. The 
resulting paste is stirred to release the oil droplets in 
a process called maceration, before being spun in a 
centrifuge to pull out the oil and water. After the water 
is removed, what is left is olive oil.

pDO 
olive oil
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hOw To  
Taste olive Oil?

Olive oil tasting is a fine art  
which has a similar process as  

tasting wine. The scent, aroma and  
flavours are as different as the different types  

of olives growing across the Mediterranean basin.  
In order to enjoy the diverse flavours offered by various  

olive oils, follow the steps below: 

1
Prepare small glass cups for each olive oil that you plan to try. The 
colour of olive oil does not affect its taste or quality, therefore it is 

recommended to pour olive oil onto a coloured plate or cup to avoid this 
influencing your tasting. 

2 
Place one sample in your palm and cover with the other to warm up the 
oil, bringing out the aroma of the olive oil. Take three quick inhalations in 
a row with pauses in between to get a feel for the scent of the sample.

3
For the analysis of flavours, take a small amount of the olive oil in your 

mouth and let it warm up for a couple of minutes to intensify the aromas. 
Roll it around your tongue and gums in order to taste the different 

qualities of the oil. After sampling, expectorate the olive oil.

4
You can use small pieces of bread tasting purposes, 

 for example try with some European speciality breads,  
such as PGI Daujėnų naminė duona from Lithuania,  

PGI Waterford Blaa from Ireland, PGI  
Focaccia di Recco col formaggio from  

Italy or PGI Westfälischer  
Pumpernickel from Germany.

Other Specialty Oils 
The Mediterranean basin is well known 
for the olives and olive oil products; 
however, Europe is also proud to 
have a number of specialty oils that 
reflect the variety of climates and soil 
characterizing diverse member states 
of the European Union.

rOse oil – pGi 
BulgarSko rOzovo 
maslO, Bulgaria
The quality of essential oil Българско 
розово масло (Bulgarsko rozovo maslo) is 
guaranteed with the requirement that the 
rose blossoms be processed no later than 
10-15 hours after they have been picked. 
About 3 500 kg of rose blossom is needed 
to obtain 1 kg of rose oil. The chemical 
characteristics are closely linked to the 
region’s geographical traits and set it apart 
from rose oils produced in other parts of 
the world. 

The Damask rose is traditionally grown in 
the Valley of Roses (Rozovata Dolina) in 
Central Bulgaria. Bulgarsko rozovo maslo’ 
is also used in cooking as an aromatic 
seasoning. 

pumpkin sEeD oil – pGi 
ŠTajerskO prekmursko 
Bučno olJE, slovEnia
Pumpkin seed oil is a delicacy of Slovenia, 
where a specific variety of pumpkins are 
required, the ‘Syrian oil pumpkin’. 
This type of oil is most commonly used as 
a salad dressing. An interesting serving is 
to put a few droplets on vanilla ice cream, 
thus enhancing the vanilla flavour and 
adding a nutty taste to it.

33TaSTE BOOk
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spiritS drinks

The variety of authentic spirit drinks produced across 
Europe has brought the world dozens of well-known 
products, such as Scotch Whisky and Irish Whiskey, 
Cognac, Swedish vodka, and fruit spirit drinks. The 
cool climate across the eastern and northern regions 
of Europe in particular is ideal for producing numerous 
quality spirit drinks as many grains like rye are quick 
to harvest during short summers and are able to 
survive long winters. The southern regions of Europe 

are known for producing fruit-based liqueurs and 
other spirit drinks due to the warm Mediterranean 
climate. As European spirit drinks have developed 
over the centuries, the European culture has become 
deeply entwined with the history of many well-
known registered products from this category. The 
Geographical Indication ensures that ingredients and 
methods are protected in order to continue producing 
fine spirit drinks. 

“grEat variety Of 
liQuOrs that servE aS 

excellent afTer 
meal diGeSTiveS”

TaSTE BOOk

centuries-old Distillations
There is a particularly well developed tradition in the 
art of distillation of spirits. Traditional distilleries as 
well as those with modern manufacturing facilities 
continue an ancestral tradition, with great knowledge 
and devotion. 

Europe also offers a great variety of liquors that serve 
as excellent after meal digestives. Due to different 
traditional methods and the availability of a wide range 
of fruits and crops, many different types of liquors 
and fruit spirit drinks are produced. Take a look at our 
snapshot below and choose your favourite for your 
next after-meal drink.
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Take a lOOk at our snapshOT Below anD chOosE yOur favouriTe fOr yOur next  
after-meal drink or try our cockTail suGgEstion. 

37

chOosE yOur 
favouriTe drink 
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cockTail
a sip of 

nordic summEr 
character 
sour 

dificulty
medium

fill the glasses with crushed ice

pour in the gin, the lemon juice and 
simple syrup

stir together the ice and liquid 
ingredients

pour the blueberry liquor on top of 
the drink in small drops

garnish the cocktail with fresh lemon 
and blue- or  blackberries

cocktail ingredients per glass
½ part finnish berry liqueur . 2 part estonian or polish vodka . ½ part lemon juice

serve
rocks glass . 1 slice of lemon . 2 whole blueberries or blackberries

vinars 
murfatlar

eau-de-vie de 
kirsch de marque 

nationale 
luxembourgeoise

wachauer 
marillenbrand

szabolcsi 
almapálinka

suomalainen 
marjalikööri

estonian 
vodka

eu member 
state

romania luxembourg austria hungary finland estonia

gi name 
of spirit 
drinks

grapes/wine cherries apricot apple Berries multiple flavours

key ingredient
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CONTACT

European Commission, Directorate-General 
for Agriculture and Rural Development

130, rue de la Loi
B – 1049 Brussels, Belgium

+32(0) 22991111
agri-info@ec.europa.eu

tastesofeurope.eu 
ec.europa.eu/agriculture
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European 
Union


